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Our policy- ethics and transparency of HT at Venkat Charmalaya
1. We explain all methods of HT to the patient, FUT, FUE and Body hair, fully, with all
their plus and minus points.
2. We understand the need and requirement of the patient, and try to suit the method
to the patient.
3. After explaining, we leave it to patient to decide and not enforce personal view on
the patient. Help him make the decision.
4. We use all modalities of treatment for retaining and thickening existing hairs so that
final results become better and second transplant can be prevented or delayed.
5. We rely only on scientifically proven treatments- if there is no evidence for a
treatment or evidence is minimal (such as laser comb) or if treatment is new (such as
platelet rich plasma), mention this to the patient.
6. We refuse to perform unapproved or banned treatments (such as mesotherapy,
stem cells, and artificial hairs) even if patient asks for it.
7. Always under promise and over deliver- we never hype what we do. We insist on
realistic expectations from patient and realistic achievements.
8. We never indulge in any advertisements.
9. We never exaggerate the number of grafts needed- we plant what is optimal and
leave behind what is needed for future. We plan not just this HT, but also for future.
10. Depict transparently the number of grafts performed.
a) During surgery- show patients how counting is done
b) During surgery-show it is documented
c) After surgery – document it in discharge slip. We are one of the few centres who
give the number of grafts in each category and number of hairs in discharge slip.
We do Hair Transplant only when it is needed; we refuse more cases than accept!!!!

